grounded
theory
symposium
FEB-11-2016

Covering subjects such as...
• Is GT right for you?
• Overcoming obstacles in your GT PhD research
• Whether and which software to use

9:00pm – 12:00pm
Lecture lead by:
Markko Hamalainen
ScD, (Entrepreneurship)
Visiting Scholar,
University of Virginia
Aalto University, Finland
Fellow, Grounded Theory Institute

Alvita Nathaniel
PhD, (Nursing)
Professor,
West Virginia University
Fellow, Grounded Theory Institute

Michael K. Thomas
PhD, (Educational Psychology)
Assistant Professor
University of Illinois
Fellow, Grounded Theory Institute

12:00pm – 1:00pm
Round table discussion
Special guests:
R. Edward Freeman
Professor of Business Administration,
Darden School of Business,
University of Virginia

Sarah Corse
Associate Professor of Sociology,
University of Virginia

Free and open for everyone
Please register here by Feb 8, 2016:

After symposium there is a trouble shooting seminar for PhD candidates and postdoctoral researchers, who are interested in using grounded theory. For registration and details see groundedtheory.com.